Abstract-A new drift detector has been designed, fabricated, and tested in which the external applied field has radial symmetry but the electron cloud, generated by an ionizing radiation, follows a spiral-shaped path toward one central collecting electrode. Regions of deep p-and n-implants are used to generate the spiraling drift channel for the electrons close to the implanted side of the detector wafer and to suppress broadening in the direction transverse to the drift.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THE case of the "classical" silicon drift detector (SDD), the electrons generated in the detector volume by an ionizing particle are focused in the center plane of the detector and transported by the external applied field toward one or more collecting anodes. During the drift, diffusion and electrostatic repulsion broaden the electron cloud in the directions parallel to the surface of the detector. Excessive broadening in the direction perpendicular to the drift (lateral direction) degrades position resolution in the lateral direction and reduces the allowable interactions per unit area. To prevent lateral broadening of the electron cloud, different confining techniques were proposed [1] , [2] . The basic idea of [2] was to apply to the anode side of the detector a much less negative potential than on the opposite side in order to bring the electrons at few micrometers from the anode side on which regions of deep p-implants ("channel stops") are realized. The deep p-implants generate small potential barriers able to limit electron broadening. Based on that technique, multilinear drift detectors were successfully designed and tested in which the electron trajectory was parallel to the applied drift field and lateral broadening was suppressed by arrays of "channel-stop" implants [3] . In this paper, we extend the channel-stop technique to guide the signal charge along a predetermined trajectory, not necessarily parallel to the external applied field. A novel drift detector has been designed, fabricated, and tested in which the external applied field has radial symmetry but the electron cloud is guided along a spiral-shaped path toward one central collecting anode. The direction of the electron motion is defined by spiral-shaped regions of deep n-and deep p-implants that also suppress electron broadening in the direction perpendicular to the drift. Different than the linear drift detector case, only the projection of the applied field along the drift path contributes to the electrons' drift velocity.
II. DESIGN
The anode side of the new drift detector is shown in Fig. 1 . It is built on a high-resistivity n-type substrate (280 m thick, 3 k cm) on which a thinner lower resistivity n-type epitaxial layer (15 m thick, 50 cm) has been grown. The diameter of the sensitive area is about 2 mm. The novel feature is the presence of two spiral regions. The first spiral is made of a 100-m-wide deep p-implant (520 keV, dose 3 10 cm ) having a pitch of 300 m [shown in Fig. 1(a) ]. The second spiral [also shown in Fig. 1(a) ] is intertwined with the deep p-spiral and has the same pitch. It is made by superposing two types of deep n-implants: a 30-m-wide low-dose deep n-implant (520 keV, dose 4 10 cm ) and 15-m-wide high-dose deep n-implant (520 keV, dose 8 10 cm ). Referring to Fig. 6 for the coordinate system, the equation of the middle line of the deep n-spiral in polar coordinates is , where m is the spiral pitch. The ionized acceptors of the deep p-implants determine a local increase of the potential energy for the electrons that tends to confine the electrons within the turns of the deep p-spiral. The deep n-spiral produces the opposite effect on the potential, thus enhancing the confining action of the deep p-implants. The widths and the doses of the two deep n-implants were tailored to achieve a narrow electron confinement in the radial direction.
The detector wafer is fully depleted by reverse biasing shallow p regions implanted on both sides of the wafer with respect to the small n anode placed in the center. A uniform p implant is realized on the back side. A fine p spiral (25 m wide, 30 m pitch) with 33 turns is realized on the anode side [see Fig. 1(b) ].
Moreover, a nice property of any spiral of the type considered here is that its length increases parabolically with the radius. Therefore, by applying two external voltages at the endpoints of the p spiral, the voltage drop along the resistive implant of the p spiral generates in the detector a potential distribution varying parabolically with the radius. We will show that this potential distribution closely reproduces the optimal distribution, that is, the one that minimizes the electron drift time.
Let us derive the optimal form of the profile of the negative potential at the anode side of the detector by means of a variational approach, as done in [4] . As the pitch of the p spiral is much finer than either the deep n-or p-spirals, we will assume that the generated potential distribution is essentially radial. To simplify the problem, let us assume that the electron motion is always at the same depth; therefore, the radial field acting on the electrons is simply . This approximation holds if the actual variation of along the radius is not too large. The electron drift path is assumed to be coincident with the center of the deep n-spiral. The time required to drift a distance along the deep n-spiral is (1) where is the electron mobility.
The total drift time can therefore be written as (2) Equation (2) is a functional that does not depend on , so the first integral of the Euler-Lagrange equation can be written directly const
With the boundary conditions and , the solution of (3) gives a parabolic potential profile (4) The obtained electron drift velocity along the spiral path in the optimized field is constant
This solution therefore leads to a linear relationship between the drifted distance along the spiral and the drift time that can be used in applications where the position information is required. A three-dimensional simulation of the electron potential in a plane parallel to the detector surfaces at a depth of about 12 m from the anode side is shown in Fig.2(a) . For a better understanding, Fig. 2(b) shows the contour lines of the same potential distribution. Three turns of the spiraling drift channel for electrons are well visible. It can also be seen that the potential barrier that forms the edge of the spiral drift channel decreases with the radius as the radial field increases linearly.
III. EXPERIMENT
Two prototypes of the new drift detector were mounted and tested. A 904-nm pulsed laser with a pulse duration of a few nanoseconds was focused by microscope optics on the anode side of the detector. We measured the electron drift time when the generation point of the signal charge was moved along the center of the deep n-spiral. The laser intensity was adjusted to generate about 11 000 electrons. The potential difference applied to the ends of the p spiral was such to produce a drift field along the spiral of about 38 V/cm, low enough to preserve a safe potential barrier preventing the signal electrons from drifting radially. Fig. 3 shows that the measured electron velocity increases with distance near the center, then for larger distances tends to approach the designed value. The observed velocity reduction is due to the equipotential p electrode surrounding the anode [see Fig. 1(b) ] and to surface effects that lower the drift field with respect to the optimal one in the central region. The fluctuations of the collected charge shown in Fig. 3 are due to the nonuniform properties of the entrance window on the anode side of the detector.
We also measured the electron drift time when the laser spot is moved in the radial direction. Fig. 4 shows the measured drift times along the radius . The step-like curve is a clear confirmation that signal electrons drift in the designed spiral path and not radially. The abrupt changes of the drift time occurs when the laser spot impinges on the saddle points separating two turns of the spiral. The amplitude of each step corresponds to the drift time needed to make a 360 turn along the spiral. A whole set of measurements of the drift time along different radial directions has been carried out in order to determine approximately the locus of the saddle points. The result is shown in Fig. 5 together with the plot of the center of the deep n-spiral and of the deep p-spiral. The locus of the saddle points runs parallel to the deep p-spiral at a slightly larger radius. The actual position of the drifting channel for the electrons is practically superposed to the center of the deep n-spiral. This is an effect of the radial field, which reduces the height of the potential barrier generated by the deep p-implant and also moves the top of the barrier (i.e., the saddle point) closer to the bottom of the drifting channel.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed study of a new drift detector in which the electron cloud generated by the radiation drifts along a spiral-shaped path toward one central collecting electrode, despite the presence of an applied radial field. The working principle of the confining technique, based on a combination of deep p-and n-implants, has been discussed together with the design criteria. The experimental results demonstrate that the technique is effective and can be used to force the electrons along a predetermined path not necessarily parallel to the applied electric field.
Some applications of this technique are now briefly discussed. Fig. 6 shows the idea of a two-dimensional (2-D) position-sensing drift detector for ionizing particles with a single output channel. The measurement of the drift time of the signal cloud allows one to determine the drifted distance along the curvilinear path and therefore the incident coordinate (r, ). The achievable position resolution is determined by the pitch of the spiral (in r direction) and by the timing resolution (in direction). The experimental measurements on the detector prototypes with a 12-s pseudo-Gaussian shaping show a position resolution in direction of 117 m near the anode, increasing to 134 m at the third turn of the deep n-spiral and to 361 m at the farthest point. The average pixel size is about 300 143 m , and the total number of pixels is about 50. The long drift distances obtainable with a spiral-shaped trajectory (7.6 mm drift distance with a detector diameter of less than 2 mm) make such designs also suitable for the realization of compact delay lines in the microsecond range and for the study of long-term electron drift and longitudinal broadening.
